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 for ubuntu how many times have you been asked this? - the forum ikonia: Sorry I meant #ubuntu seanh: you've been asked this,
a bunch of times in this channel ikonia: Sorry I missed your last comment, I haven't been asked this question before and it's new
to me seanh: but you've been given the information in that URL many many times and have been told "this is the ubuntu forum,
use the forums to search" seanh: why don't you read the URL I gave you and follow the process it outlines ikonia: So basically
just search in the forum right? you've just been told this in this channel I'd be interested to know if you can read ikonia: I'm a
newbie, I've only been on Linux since the start of this year, I'm trying to learn everything I can. I'm not very good at learning, I
guess I just need to read more. seanh: for future reference, i'd recommend trying asking in ##linux as well EriC^^: Thanks, I'll
consider that ok, I'm just giving you an easy to follow process and you're trying to be clever "I don't understand" is basically it
ikonia: I'm just asking questions, it is an easy process to follow but I'm learning about how to use linux and I'm trying to follow
that path you're trying to be clever, it doesn't work ikonia: Okay sorry, I'll check it out but what have you done to research it -
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and you've been told this in the forum more than once ikonia: I've been reading the forums, I just don't understand it all so I
might just need more practice seanh: that's fine - but you've not read 82157476af
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